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I NAUGURAL N EWSLETTER
Inside this issue:

Friends, this is first newsletter. It’s not meant to be intrusive,
so please, notify me immediately if you wish to be removed
from its distribution. Friendship means more to me than the
contents within this document ever might.

THE INSIDE STORY
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That said, I will broadcast this newsletter periodically to
announce happenings and offerings as makes sense.

BOGO!
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Where are we?
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I’m sure you can expect more from this keyboard as we near
THE election.

I could be wrong* 3

W HAT WE DO …

LINKS
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Simply put Sage Brush Arms buys and sell guns and shooting
accessories. I buy single and multiple purchases from some
of the most competitive distributors in the country and
private sellers. I also welcome trades. Recently I bought an
Adams Arms AR’s with
eXplore Optics scopes
entire collection of used guns. They were properly used and
maintained and will make several shooters happy in the
coming years. I assist buyers and sellers with transfers. All firearms must be shipped between Federal
Firearms Licensees, (FFL’s). While there are several license categories, most FFL’s are licensed to buy, sell,
ship & receive firearms. This license enables licensees to provide transfer services. Sage Brush Arms offers
consignment services. I will add your experienced guns to my website and other commercial gun auction
sites giving millions of potential buyers the opportunity to view your consigned firearms.

W HY B UY H ERE ?

(I T ’ S CHEAPER IN T EXAS !)

Sage Brush Arms is a
stocking dealer of:

An example of a recent sale to Pennsylvania
Adams Arms Flattop: $ 1,100.00 + 77.00 PA Sales Tax = $ 1,177.00
When the same gun is purchased from Sage Brush Arms:
Adams Arms Flattop: $ 1,035.00 + 20.00 Transfer fee = $ 1,055.00

$ 122.00 savings!
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Rock River Arms
eXplore Optics

THE INSIDE STORY
“The FBI,
responsible for the
transfer process,
usually provides
excellent guidance.”

SAGE BRUSH ARMS ALWAYS PROVIDES
EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE

Transfer fees are charged whenever a dealer
receives a gun for disposition to the new owner.
Recently I received a call from Tom T. wishing to
send an Iver Johnson top-break revolver to a dealer
in another state. Tom stopped by with the weapon
as expected. What was not expected was the little
gun had no serial number. An internet search
yielded a couple of options. After removing the
grips and trigger guard we still had no vital serial
number. The FBI, responsible for the transfer

process, usually provides excellent guidance. In
this case they were stumped too, and suggested
the ATF. The next day I was able to contact ATF
who offered excellent advice. A quick call to the
receiving out-of-state dealer and we were ready to
go. Tom dropped the gun off and I shipped the
following morning to its new owner. Tom received
tracking and information insuring that he was
completely aware of the progress of his sale.

TRANSFER FEE OFFER - BOGO!
Every 2nd Transfer is free !
1st Transfer
$ 20.00
2nd Transfer
FREE
3rd Transfer
$ 20.00
4th Transfer
FREE
And on, and on…

Where is Sage Brush Arms?
You can find our New, Used (Experienced) & Consignment firearms for sale at these online sites:
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I could be wrong*
A recently received email went something like this: :
ABC News Joins Obama- Bans American Flag Lapel Pins!!!!!
ABC NEWS BANS FLAG LAPEL PINS
This is what we get from the present stuff going on in
Washington. What next? Barbara Walters said that this was going to hurt
ABC bad. And she works for ABC.
YESTERDAY THE BRASS AT ABC NEWS ISSUED ORDERS FORBIDDING REPORTERS TO WEAR LAPEL PIN AMERICAN FLAGS OR
OTHER PATRIOTIC INSIGNIA. THEIR REASONING WAS THAT ABC SHOULD REMAIN NEUTRAL ABOUT 'CAUSES'. SINCE WHEN IS
PATRIOTISM TO BE DISCOURAGED? I URGE YOU TO BOYCOTT ABC AND ITS SPONSORS AND AFFILIATES. WE ARE SLOWLY
LOSING EVERYTHING OUR COUNTRY STANDS FOR AND EVERYTHING OUR MEN AND WOMEN FOUGHT AND DIED TO
PRESERVE!
PLEASE FORWARD THIS TO AS MANY AS YOU CAN.

My reply:
This is one time I must disagree with you.
Boycotting ABC, or any media outlet, is of no consequence to them. They have no way of knowing if you're watching. All they
really care about is advertising revenue.
If you feel your cause deeply enough, you need to communicate with their revenue stream, telling them that you are not
purchasing their products BECAUSE they advertise on ABC.
Secondly, you NEED watch ABC, and all of the left leaning media. This is a company that hired a political operative to lead its
morning show, GMA, and gave him his own Sunday morning political analysis show in Washington! Remember hearing,
“…keep your friends close and your enemies even closer”? You must watch to appreciate how they're attempting to influence
the populace.
Another point is truly essential. I find their decision to ban our flag, in any manner, abhorrent. It is, however, their right to do
just that. Those of us who value our Bill of Rights must protect their right to ban whatever they wish to ban from their
broadcasts, no matter how distasteful.
Lastly, who owns ABC? Disney. Do you think ABC makes decisions in a vacuum? If you want to effect real change go after
Disney. Lobby Disney to retract this decision, after completely verifying its accuracy. Demand a public retraction and apology.
Then demand that they supply American-made American flags for every veteran's grave in a national cemetary, or some
other cause that will bring news coverage and.light to this issue.

* please, as if it was possib!e
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Dan Denney and his team have worked for Lynne & I many times.
The Homeworks team provides excellent service.
They’re thorough and clean!
Call Dan today @ 972-523-8321
Visit Dan’s website @ http://www.homeworkshandyman.com

Michael Davis teaches:





CHL classes,
Beginner’s classes,
Women’s classes.

And runs a Gun Range!
His classes are informative and a lot of fun.
Visit Mike’s website @ http://www.mytxchl.com.

Thank you
We’re here for you.
Please feel free to contact us anytime!
SAGE BRUSH ARMS
PLANO, TX 75023
GT@SAGEBRUSHARMS.COM
WWW.SAGEBRUSHARMS.COM
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